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THE UNKNOWN FACTOR

(From time to time under this title will be printed photo-
graphs or identification of notes which have some puzzling
aspect and about which information is sought from the
membership. Please address comments to the Editor.)

How Many Varieties?
By FORREST W. DANIEL

PPARENTLY there are several varieties of the two
pounds notes of New York dated February 16.
1771. The cataloguer of the Colonial Collection

in the Altman-Hafner Sale, Pine Tree Auction Company,
Inc., April 28, 29, 30, 1975, counted two of them in that
sale: Lots 354 and 355. Not counting the color of the
serial numbers, the dfferences are in the type-set por-
tion of the notes and could result from the printer not
having had enough types of a single style to make the
bottom row of stars all of the same design.

Lot 354 has no comma after February in the date and
a bottom border of stars; 26 have 12 points and one
(number 21. under the D in Death) has only eight.
Lot 355 has a comma after February and a bottom bor-
der consisting only of 12-pointed stars. The cataloguer
notes that Newman does not list two varieties for that
note, and acknowledges that that might lead to the pre-
sumption that one is counterfeit; but, not knowing which
to condemn, states that until further evidence appears
both may be accepted as varieties of the genuine.

In The Early Paper Money in America, first edition,
Newman does not cite a counterfeit of the £2 note of
February 16, 1771. although the other six denominations
of that issue are noted as having been extensively counter-
feited. So, strictly by that book, an argument can be
made for varieties of genuine notes.

Kenneth Scott, in Counterfeiting in Colonial New
York, quotes a contemporary newspaper as stating, ". . .
it appears that every Denomination of the said Bills,
have been counterfeited: . . ." That report described a
false ten-shilling bill and said, ". . . in general it may
be observed that the true Bills are printed with Printing
Types, the Counterfeits with Copper-plate, the Letters of
which are disproportioned in Size and Shape, and stand
irregularly, easily discernible by nice inspection." Scott
mentions counterfeits of other values but has no citation
of a false two-pound note of the February 1771 emis-
sion.

A third two pounds note, serial No. 36295. has no
comma after February, and has a bottom border entirely
of 8-pointed stars. Is this note beyond the pale, or is
it just another variety? And. how many varieties can
be justified?

Varieties of this kind can be caused by the method of
printing the notes. The text is set in type with stereo-
type designs at the top and sides; the whole being letter-
press printed. If the printed sheet contained several
denominations of notes, fewer stars would have been
needed for the bottom border. suggesting fewer varie-

ties than might have been the case if the entire sheet
was made up of notes of one denomination. With an
entire sheet of two  pounds notes more stars would be
needed, and if the printer ran short of 8- or 12-pointed
stars, the other might have been substituted to fill out
the form. If an uncut sheet were known, the position
of each variety might be learned. Knowledge of the
numbering system might also provide a clue if a suffi-
cient quantity of the notes survive to be compared.

Newman's catalogue states the issue of two pounds
denomination was limited to 5,000 notes. With serial
numbers running beyond 36,000 it is apparent there
were many later printings to provide replacements. The
later printings were probably reset from new type, pro-
viding the opportunity to substitute available stars for
others worn badly in earlier printings.

The unknown factors to be resolved concerning the
two-pound notes of New York dated February 16, 1771,
are the determination of the number of varieties of the
genuine that exist, whether or not the issue was counter-
feited, and the distinguishing characteristics of all true
and false notes.
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"One Signature" Obsolete Notes
A query from Larry Sanders about the reason for a

$1 Stonington (Conn.) Bank 1831 bank bearing one sig-
nature only brought the following response from George
Wait:

"Usually a collector encounters notes that are fully
signed (and were not paid) or remainder notes that were
not signed at all. My theory is that since two signatures
were required and sometimes both the cashier and the
president were not in office at the same time, each one
signed notes in anticipation of use by the other. In other
words, if a prospective borrower came in to see either
of those officers, the one making the loan had merely
to sign the required number of notes previously signed
by the other officer. Aside from the Stonington Bank,
the most commonly encountered "one signature" notes
seem to be of the State Bank of New Brunswick, N.J."
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